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Shower Chair with - toilet seat - no potty - Options below SC 100 502,00

Junior Shower and Commode Chair, height adjustable, flat seat with toilet opening KSC 180 694,00

Multi-Purpose Shower and Commode Chairs (seat width 44 cm), weight capacity 150 kg
- toilet seat and monobloc backrest (not all options available) SCC 200 474,00
- blow molded open front seat BS and monoblock backrest SCC 200 BS 541,00
- blow molded open front seat BS and monoblock backrest, KA, FT, SB SCC 200 S 652,00 

- Textilene backrest and toilet seat SCC 250 539,00 
- toilet seat, ASA, FT, RP, SP SCC 250 D 946,00 
- same as above, but with safety bar SCC 250 D SB 909,00
- toilet seat, slide-out footrest, soft backrest made of PUR-foam SCC 250 FT PR 752,00 
- Textilene backrest, toilet seat, backrest cushion, seat cushion SCC 250 P 763,00 
- Textilene backrest, soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening SCC 250 PP 688,00 
- Textilene backrest, soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening, slide-out footrest SCC 250 PP FT 806,00 
- soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening, swing-out armrest, footrest, soft backrest SCC 250 PPG 964,00 
- same as above, but with safety bar SCC 250 PPG SB 980,00 
- Textilene backrest, soft seat with toilet opening SCC 250 PS 688,00 
- soft seat with toilet opening, swing-out armrest, footrest, soft backrest SCC 250 PSG 964,00 
- same as above, but with safety bar SCC 250 PSG SB 980,00 
- height adjustment, 2 swing-out armrests, padded back- and armrests, bag, travels easily SCC 250 R 1.126,00 
- toilet seat, folding chair SCC 250 KB 690,00 
- orthopedic shower and commode chair, adjustable tilt angle, soft backrest, soft seat 
   with toilet and hygiene opening, footrest, swing-out armrest, insert for soft seat

SCC 250 OTP 1.996,00 

- soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening, adjustable leg- and backrest, drop-down armrest SCC 250 RC 2.477,00 

Options for SC 100, KSC 180, SCC 200 and SCC 250
- anti-tip frame extension AKA 157,00 
- soft padded armrests for all RCN chairs AP 99,00 
- swing-out armrest (right standard, left or both on demand) ASA 84,00 
- roll-along leg support with adjustable inclination, fits left and right BA 639,00 
- torso safety strap BG 260,00 
- monobloc seat with toilet and hygiene opening, made of solid plastic BS 67,00 
- upgrade to Ø 100 mm single-wheel swivel casters ( plastic/stainless steel) ER 116,00 
- anti-tip, slide-out footrest FT 118,00 
- push-bar GR 45,00 
- lap tray (clips on to armrests) GSBS 220,00 
- height adjustment: 7 levels (15 cm) without ASA, 5 levels (10 cm) with ASA HV 104,00 
- adjustable headrest KS 479,00 
- drop-down armrest for SC/SCC 200 (right, upon request also left) KA 84,00 
- slide-out, roll-along footrest, for retrofitting MFT 150,00 
- seat inclination backwards 30 mm (adjustable inclination on demand) NH upon request
- seat cushion for PP/PS (PPE / PSE required) PAS 100,00 
- soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening made of PUR-foam PP 149,00 
- insert for soft seat PP PPE 59,00 
- soft backrest made of PUR-foam PR 95,00 
- soft backrest made of PUR-foam, narrow PRS 104,00 
- soft seat with toilet opening made of PUR-foam PS 149,00 
- insert for soft seat PS PSE 59,00 
- solid soft seat, made of PUR-foam PUS 149,00 
- soft seat with continuous hygiene split for total access, made of PUR-foam PZ 149,00 
- snap-on backrest cushion with foam core and cover made of coated fabric RP 89,00 
- snap-on backrest cushion with foam core and cover made of coated fabric, waterproof RPW 170,00 
- safety bar SB 56,00 
- lap safety belt SG 65,00 
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- seat plate with cushion SP 135,00 
- seat plate with cushion, waterproof SPW 240,00 
- spare plastic potty with lid, hig quality plastic, safe for 105°C temperature TK 20,00 
- oval plastic potty, fits PP-seat only! TO 92,00 
- Urinator shield insert, fits all seats with hygiene opening UR 72,00 
- tote bag UT 62,00 
- slide protector pole for SCC 250 with PP and SB DRS 195,00 

MS Shower and Commode Chair (seat width 54 cm), weight capacity 175 kg
- flat plastic seat MS and monobloc backrest SCC 220 MS 869,00 

XL Shower and Commode Chair (seat width 46-54 cm), weight capacity 200 kg
- flat plastic seat with toilet opening SCC 250 XL DS 1.092,00
- soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening PPML, swing-out armrest,  
  slide-out footrest, soft backrest SCC 250 XL PPG 1.649,00 
- same as above, but with seat depth extension to 54 cm SCC 250 XL PPG STE 1.854,00  

XXXL Shower and Commode Chair (seat width 56-60 cm), weight capacity 250 kg
- flat plastic seat with toilet opening SCC 250 OS DS 1.625,00 

- flat plastic seat with toilet opening, reinforced swing-out armrest, soft backrest SCC 250 OS DS 
ASAOS PR 1.820,00 

- flat plastic seat with toilet opening, reinforced swing-out armrest, slide-out footrest SCC 250 OS DS  
ASAOS MFTOS 1.956,00 

- same as above, but with backrest cushion and seat cushion with foam core SCC 250 OS D 2.344,00 
- soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening PPXL, reinforced swing-out armrest,  
  slide-out footrest, soft backrest SCC 250 OS PPG 2.224,00 
- same as above, but with seat depth extension to 54 cm SCC 250 OS PPG STE 2.405,00  

- same as above, but with reinforced swing-out armrest on both sides SCC 250 OS PPG  
2ASAOS STE 2.600,00 

Options for XL and XXXL Chairs
- soft padded armrests AP 99,00 
- swing-out armrest (right standard, left or both on demand) for XL chairs ASAXL 88,00 
- reinforced swing-out armrest (right standard, left or both on demand) for OS chairs ASAOS 112,00 
- reinforced swing-out armrest right and left for OS chairs 2ASAOS 198,00
- flat plastic seat with toilet opening DS 104,00 
- flat plastic seat with toilet and hygiene opening DSP 200,00 
- roll-along slide-out footrest  MFTOS 235,00 
- roll-along slide-out footrest, for retrofitting MFTOSN 235,00 
- insert for soft seat PPOS, PPML, PPXL PPE 59,00 
- reinforced soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening, width 44 cm, blue only PPOS 229,00 
- reinforced soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening, width 50 cm, blue only PPML 258,00 
- reinforced soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening, width 56 cm, blue only PPXL 295,00 
- soft backrest made of PUR-foam PR 95,00 
- insert for soft seat PSOS PSE 59,00 
- reinforced soft seat with toilet opening, width 44 cm, blue only PSOS 220,00 
- snap-on backrest cushion with foam core and cover made of coated fabric RPOS 151,00 
- safety bar SBOS 88,00 
- seat plate with cushion SPOS 384,00 
- seat depth extension to 54 cm STE 327,00 

XXXL Shower and Commode Chairs, weight capacity 400 kg
- flat plastic seat with toilet opening DS (seat width 61-70 cm, supports up to 300 kg) SCC 250 XXXL DS 300 2.940,00 
- flat plastic seat with toilet opening DS (seat width 61-70 cm, supports up to 350 kg) SCC 250 XXXL DS 350 3.283,00 
- flat plastic seat with toilet opening DS (seat width 71-80 cm, supports up to 400 kg) SCC 250 XXXL DS 400 3.972,00 

Ask us for individual quotes for individually adapted XXXL chairs. Our experienced staff will gladly assist you in selecting the  
right configuration!

Shower- /Commode Wheelchair - for independent use - with 24“ wheels, weight capacity 150 kg - 200 kg
- soft seat PP, 2ASA, FT, PR, no potty,150 kg DR 100 PPG 1.993,00 
- soft seat PP, 2ASA, FT, PR, with potty,150 kg DR 250 PPG 2.162,00 
- soft seat PPML, 2ASAXL, MFTOS, PR, with potty, 175 kg (seat width 46-54 cm) DR 250 XL PPG 2.687,00 
- soft seat PPXL, 2ASAXL, MFTOS, PR, with potty, 200 kg (seat width 56-60 cm) DR 250 OS PPG 3.231,00 

Options
- Optionen - leg support with adjustable inclination, useable on both sides BADR 635,00 
- insert for soft seat PP PPE 59,00 
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Plastic potty with lid, set of a dozen (optional with handles at no additional cost) TK DZ 170,00

Shower stools DH and Toilet Raisers DT, weight capacity from 250 kg to 300 kg
- DH with plastic seat with drain holes, supports up to 300 kg DH 55 DS 387,00
- DH with plastic seat with drain holes and hygiene opening, supports up to 300 kg DH 56 465,00
- DH with plastic seat with hygiene opening, armrests, supports up to 250 kg DH 80 OS DS 1.042,00
- same as above, but seat with hygiene opening DH 80 OS DSP 1.068,00
- DT, plastic seat with hygiene opening, armrests, potty, supports up to 300 kg DT 300 OS DSP 1.307,00

Shower stools DH 49, weight capacity from 150 kg to 200 kg
- ergonomic seat with central hygiene opening, supports up to 200 kg DH 49 119,00
- DH 49 with armrests, supports up to 150 kg DH 49 A 205,00
- DH 49 with armrests and soft backrest made of PUR-foam, supports up to 150 kg DH 49 A PRS 357,00
- DH 49 with armrests and padded backrest (narrow), supports up to 150 kg DH 49 A RL 277,00
- DH 49 with soft backrest made of PUR-foam, supports up to 150 kg DH 49 PRS 268,00
- DH 49, travel version, demountable with carrying bag, supports up to 150 kg DH 49 R 206,00
- DH 49 with padded backrest (narrow), supports up to 150 kg DH 49 RL 181,00
- DH 49 with extended frame and Ø 75 mm twin-wheel casters, supports up to 150 kg DH 49 DLR 223,00
- DH 49 with height adjustment to 7 levels, supports up to 150 kg DH 49 HV 238,00

Option: seat pad made of PUR-foam PA 68,00

Shower stools DH and Toilet Raisers DT, weight capacity 150 kg
- DH with toilet seat and armrests DH 80 310,00
- DH with soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening (PUR-foam) and armrests DH 80 PP 459,00 
- DH with toilet seat, armrests and backrest DH 90 381,00 
- DH, same as above but with soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening (PUR-foam) DH 90 PP 530,00
- DH with toilet seat, armrests, backrest and Ø 75 mm twin-wheel casters DH 100 439,00 
- DH, same as above but with soft seat with toilet and hygiene opening (PUR-foam) DH 100 PP 588,00  
- DT, toilet raiser with armrests, splash guard and potty DT 100 313,00
- DT, toilet raiser, shower stool and commode, with armrests, HV, splash guard, potty DT 100 HM 435,00

Options
- Height adjustment (weight capacity 150 kg) HV 104,00
- solid soft seat, made of PUR-foam PUS 149,00
- seat inclination backwards 30 mm (adjustable inclination on demand) NH upon request
- seat plate with cushion, waterproof SPW 240,00

Shower Corner Stool - perfect solution for small shower stalls - (supports up to 120 kg) DWH 86 354,00
Option: Gel cushion with hygiene opening GKDWH 195,00

Stand Stool - supports up to 120 kg SDH 70 517,00

Transport Chairs
- with AP, 2ASA, PUS, PR, FT, SB, GR, ER (seat width 44 cm - supports up to 150 kg) TC 450 1.324,00 
- wheelchair, self-drive, 24“ spoked wheels (seat width 44 cm - supports up to 150 kg) DR 400 1.998,00 
- wheelchair, self-drive, 24“ spoked wheels (seat width 60 cm - supports up to 200 kg) DR 450 3.388,00 

Shower and Transport Gurney TL and UDL, frame made of high impact plastic, weight  capacity 150 kg
- Textilene® Deck TL 500 1.670,00
- same as above, but with drop-down side rails TL 500 S 1.959,00

- padded soft tub liner, drain hose and drop-down side rails, up to body height of 1,46  m UDL 500 3.269,00
- padded soft tub liner, drain hose and drop-down side rails, up to body height of 1,62 m UDL 750 3.269,00
- padded soft tub liner, drain hose and drop-down side rails, up to body height of 1,82 m UDL 1500 3.269,00

Shower and Transport Gurney UDW, frame made of high quality stainless steel, weight capacity 150 - 200 kg
    Padded soft tub, height adjustable, Anti-/Trendelenburg positioning, drop-down side- and foot-end rails
- up to body height 1,62; 1,77 m with extended head rail, supports up to 150 kg UDW 650 5.620,00
- same as abobe, but with adjustable backrest, supports up to 150 kg UDW 650 VRW 6.970,00
- up to body height 1,85; 2,00 m with extended head rail, supports up to 200 kg UDW 2500 5.620,00
- same as above, but with adjustable backrest, supports up to 200 kg UDW 2500 VRW 6.970,00

XXXL Shower and Transport Gurney UDW, frame made of high quality stainless steel, weight capacity 400 kg
Padded soft tub, height adjustable, Anti-/Trendelenburg positioning, drop-down side- and foot-end rails up to body height 1,85; 

- 2,00 m with extended head rail, shoulder width 95 cm, adjustable backrest UDW 4500 XXL VRW 10.835,00
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Options: 
- wedge pillow for UDL and UDW DK 209,00
- 6 position backrest adjustment (for UDL 1500 only) VR 433,00

Patient-Transfer-Board PTB 251,00

Transfer-Roll-Board 180 (180 x 50 cm – supports up to 200 kg) TRB 180 700,00

Transfer-Roll-Board 195 (195 x 50 cm – supports up to 200 kg) TRB 195 700,00

Walker with anti-tip safety frame, 6 twin-wheel casters, weight  capacity 150 kg
- safety-belt, safety-bar, height adjustment to 7 levels, tote bag GW 120 1.081,00
- same as GW 120, smaller version GW 120 Mini 1.081,00
- same as GW 120, XL version, weight capacity 200 kg GW 120 Maxi 1.598,00

Options: 
- 4-corner protection AFS 323,00
- sliding footrest GFT 131,00
- pad for safety-belt GGP 96,00
- drip stand GIH 142,00
- gel cushion with cover GKGW 163,00
- clip-on lap tray (for Mini and Maxi on demand) GSB 126,00
- extra soft cushion for the seat GWSP 215,00

RCN-Combo-Walker CW 300 1.226,00

Easy Lift LS 2000 LS 2000 4.325,00

Beach Mobil, all terrain wheelchair (saltwater resistant) with brake-system SM 700 FBS 3.472,00
Options: 

- safety-bar SBS 67,00
- parasol with holder SO 274,00

Chart Carts, cabinet made of scratch resistant laminate RESOPAL® HPL
- with 1 lockable storage compartment for hanging files MDC 85 1.398,00
- with 1 lockable storage compartment and 1 drawer MDC 88 1.806,00
- undertable chart cart, fully extendable unit – 67 cm MDC 90 1.453,00
- with 2 pull-outs for hanging files with central lock and 1 drawer MDC 95 2.244,00
- with 1 lockable storage compartment for hanging files and 3 drawers MDC 100 2.615,00

Multi-Purpose Carts with
- 3 shelves, size 1 MPC 153 517,00
- 3 shelves, size 2 MPC 253 538,00 
- 3 shelves, size 3 MPC 353 577,00

Nursing Carts with
- 3 shelves, size 1, single hamper MC 231 781,00
- same as above, but with FP, ESP, HSP, FA MC 231 S 1.090,00
- 3 shelves, size 1, double hamper              MC 232 980,00
- 3 shelves, size 2, single hamper          MC 331 1.073,00
- 3 shelves, size 2, double hamper              MC 332 1.295,00
- same as above, but with FP, ESP, HSP, FA, KP MC 332 S 1.725,00
- 4 shelves, size 2, single hamper MC 341 1.300,00
- 4 shelves, size 2, double hamper  MC 342 1.479,00
- 3 shelves, size 2, double hamper MC 632 1.360,00
- same as above, but with triple hamper in block arrangement, FP, ESP, HSP, KP MC 633 S 2.155,00
- 4 shelves, size 2, double hamper MC 642 1.544,00
- same as above, but with FP, ESP, HSP, KP MC 642 S 2.091,00

Nursing Cart with cabinet made of scratch resistant laminate RESOPAL® HPL
- with lockable, sliding lamellae door MPC 360 2.097,00
- with lockable drawer, 2 doors, shelve size 2 MPC 370 1.540,00
- same as above, but with ESP, HSP, KP and with SLH 022 FP MPC 372 S 2.394,00
- with lockable drawer, 2 doors, shelve size 3 MPC 470 1.767,00
- same as above, but with ESP, HSP, KP and with SLH 022 FP MPC 472 S 2.609,00
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Options for Chart Carts, Multi-Purpose Carts and Nursing Carts

- waste container, 40 ltr., with swing lid (lid color: black) ABH 164,00
- waste container, 20 ltr., knee-push opening color: blue/gray (8  ltr. upon request) ABW 170,00
- slide-out tray with 2 dividers, height 50 mm AS 50 113,00
- same as above, but with height of 110 mm AS 110 120,00
- same as above, but with height of 200 mm (only for models with shelves size 2) AS 200 128,00
- drip tray for dispenser 0,5/1.0 ltr. ATS 31,00
- glove dispenser holding 3 packs stored vertically D-HSP 168,00
- dispenser mounted on slide rail, 0,5 ltr. ESP 189,00
- dispenser, without slide rail, 0,5 ltr. ESPH 169,00
- dispenser mounted on slide rail, 1,0 ltr. ESPL 267,00
- roll-up front cover made of Textilene® fabric FA 65,00
- hands-free lid opening via foot pedal - per lid FP 64,00
- slide rail GL 55,00
- glove dispenser, without GL HSP 79,00
- coupling system KP 197,00
- extensible writing platform for MPC 153, 253, 353 and MC SPL 197,00
- extensible writing platform for MPC 370 and 470 SPL-K 319,00
- washbasin, suspended in top shelf WS 42,00

Linen Hamper with firmly clipped on lid(s)
- single hamper SLH 021 331,00
- single hamper with hands-free lid opening via foot pedal SLH 021 FP 395,00
- double hamper SLH 022 502,00
- double hamper with hands-free lid opening via foot pedal SLH 022 FP 630,00
- triple hamper SLH 023 673,00
- triple hamper with hands-free lid opening via foot pedal SLH 023 FP 865,00
- same as above, but in block arrangement SLH 023 B FP 865,00
- quadruple hamper SLH 024 836,00
- quadruple hamper with hands-free lid opening via foot pedal SLH 024 FP 1.092,00
- same as above, but in block arrangement SLH 024 B FP 1.092,00

Options: 
- hands-free lid opening via foot pedal - per lid FP 64,00
- leak-proof bag, machine washable WSD 47,00
- poly wrap bag - self emptying -with sling closure WSW 28,00

Linen Hamper „Jumbo“ 
- single SLX 031 471,00
- double SLX 032 831,00 

Options: 
- hands-free lid opening via foot pedal - per lid FPX 93,00
- extra durable support bag made of Textilene® with zipper opening WSX 68,00
- poly wrap bag - self emptying -with sling closure WSWX 46,00

Waste Collector 
- single waste collector MS 120 250,00
- single waste collector with Ø 75 mm twin-wheel casters MS 120 R 308,00
- double waste collector with Ø 75 mm twin-wheel casters MS 240 R 451,00
- single waste collector with two 8" wheels for outside use and push-bar MS 320 G 456,00

Options: 
- hands-free lid opening via foot pedal - per lid FP 64,00
- extra durable support bag made of Textilene® fabric WSH 59,00

Linen Carts with
- 3 shelves, size 2, with cover MLC 203 740,00
- 4 shelves, size 2, with cover MLC 204 943,00
- 2 shelves, size 3, with cover MLC 302 707,00
- 3 shelves, size 3, with cover MLC 303 914,00
- 4 shelves, size 3, with cover MLC 304 1.114,00
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Linen Truck with
- 2 shelves, size 5, with cover; increased weight capacity LC 502 1.173,00
- 3 shelves, size 5, with cover; increased weight capacity LC 503 1.426,00
- 4 shelves, size 5, with cover; increased weight capacity LC 504 1.644,00

Linen Truck with garment rail, bottom shelf, cover, available option: KS GR 50 1.150,00

Clothing Cart with cover and 
- integrated garment rail and 6 storage bins WB 306 1.683,00
- integrated garment rail and 12 storage bins WB 312 1.933,00
- integrated garment rail and 18 storage bins WB 318 2.182,00

Laundry Distribution Cart with cover and
- 18 storage bins WT 418 1.935,00
- 24 storage bins WT 424 2.172,00
- 30 storage bins WT 430 2.473,00

Option: slide-out clothes-hanging bar for MLC, LC, GR, WB and WT KS 151,00

Hygiene and Isolation Carts
- cart with 4 small, transparent drawers 245 x 355 mm (BxT) KTW 100 298,00
- cart with 4 small, transparent drawers 245 x 355 mm (BxT), ESP, HSP, ABF-K KTW 100 HS 622,00

- cart with 3 drawers 530 x 360 mm (BxT) HGW 50 373,00
- cart with 3 drawers  530 x 360 mm (BxT), ESP, HSP, ABF-H HGW 100 704,00
- same as above, but with 40 ltr. waste container ABH, D-HSP HGW 100 S 954,00

- cart with 6 large drawers LTW 200 608,00
Options: 

- all plastic top plate for KTW 100 ABF-K 56,00
- all plastic top plate for HGW 50 ABF-H 95,00
- waste container, 10 ltr., with lid ABH-10 143,00
- waste container, 40 ltr., with swing lid (lid color: black) ABH 164,00
- drip tray for dispenser 0,5/1.0 ltr. ATS 31,00
- dispenser mounted on slide rail, 0,5 ltr. ESP 189,00
- dispenser, without slide rail, 0,5 ltr. ESPH 169,00
- dispenser mounted on slide rail, 1,0 ltr. ESPL 267,00
- slide rail GL 55,00
- glove dispenser, without GL HSP 79,00
- glove dispenser holding 3 packs stored vertically D-HSP 168,00
- holder for sharps disposable container SPA 99,00

Hydration Cart, top shelf with partitioned tablet, carries for 4 beverage crates GTW 200 693,00

Mobile Baby Changing Units with
- padded changing surface and side protectors, 2 shelves WK 05 1.605,00
- padded changing surface and side protectors, separate baby bathtub, wooden cabinet WK 07 2.771,00

Privacy Screens, with locking twin-wheel casters, Ø 75 mm
- Privacy Screen 1, H: 1800 mm, B: 1000 mm, single-color PV10 446,00
- Privacy Screen 2, H: 1800 mm, B: 1800 mm, single-color PV18 568,00
- Extension unit, H: 1800 mm, B: 1000 mm, single-color EM10 408,00
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